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Jenkins is an obscure name in literary circles, and it certainly doesn t seem appropriate for an
author who wrote thousands of short stories in science fiction, alternate fantasy, and other types of
weird fiction genres. Perhaps that s why Jenkins chose a more eccentric pen name, Murray Leinster,
to publish over 1,500 short stories and articles, 14 movie scripts, and hundreds of radio scripts and
television plays. Leinster is not as well known as the 20th century s biggest names in the genre, like
Lovecraft or Hitchcock, but he left a lasting mark on science-fiction. Leinster is still credited as the
first to write stories about parallel universes, which had an influence on subsequent writers stories,
including Isaac Asimov s The End of Eternity. Incredibly, Leinster s short story First Contact was even
the subject of a lawsuit against Paramount Pictures Star Trek: First Contact movie, with Leinster s
heirs claiming copyright infringement. The courts threw out the heirs suit, noting that the phrase
first contact had become so common in science-fiction...
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It is really an incredible publication that we have possibly study. Of course, it really is engage in, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. You are
going to like how the writer compose this publication.
-- B a iley Lehner-- B a iley Lehner

Unquestionably, this is the best work by any author. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I realized this publication from my
dad and i advised this pdf to find out.
-- Nelson Zem la k-- Nelson Zem la k
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